
The Forest Landowner’s Association (FLA) represents America’s family forest landowners. Collectively, family forest 
landowners grow the core of America’s wood fiber, contribute to rural economies and enhance the environment.  These 
multi-generation families are proud to play a critical role in providing the filtration infrastructure for the nation’s clean 
water and clean air along with providing habitat for the nation’s miraculous wildlife recovery. However, their ability to 
privately fund and provide these benefits is at risk if owning and managing forestland is not economically viable.  

The federal tax code has long supported family-owned forests though provisions that encourage ownership and 
continued management of forests. Timber tax provisions are essential in keeping private forests sustainable and intact for 
economic and environmental benefits, including:

− Jobs Annually support 2.4 million U.S jobs
− Payrolls Generate an annual payroll of $87

billion
− Annual sales equaling $233 billion
− Manufacturing 5.7 percent of total U.S.

manufacturing

Family Forest Landowners Urge Congress to Support Essential Timber Tax Provisions 

1. Capital gains treatment for the harvest of timber or sales of standing trees. (Sections 1231(b)(2) and 631(a)&(b)); 

2. Deduction for the operating costs of forest management, including prevention measures (fire, pest and disease), 
thinning, post-establishment fertilization, interest, taxes, protection of wetlands, and forestry activities. (Sections 162 
and 263A(c)(5));

3. Deduction for the reforestation costs per stand, with the remainder amortized over 84 months. (Section 194). 

Owning and managing private forests is a specialized business that not everyone understands, but whose benefits touch 
us all. The current tax code recognizes private forest ownership as a long-term investment in property and reflects the 
economic realities of sustaining the health and productivity of forests. By supporting a few provisions in the tax 
code, Congress will be perpetuating the sustainability of private forestland along with the economic and environmental 
benefits they provide. 

Family Forest Landowners Urge Congress to Support Timber Tax 
Provisions which Support Rural Jobs and Provide Environmental Benefits

FLA urges Congress to support the timber provisions in tax reform legislation.
Support U.S. wood supplies. Support jobs. Support responsible resource management. Support family-owned 

forests. Support  Timber Tax Provisions!
Contact: Scott Jones: 404.394.4722 or Melinda Gable: 202.302.4794

− Clean Water. Filter more than 25% of the nation's water,
conserve water, and reduce soil erosion

− Clean air. Healthy forests reduce offset 13% of total U.S. carbon
dioxide emissions & sequester 800 million tons of carbon
dioxide.

− Habitats for Wildlife. 60% of America's wildlife that is at-risk
rely on private forests for habitat and 40% all birds species in the
U.S. rely on working forests for homes.
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FLA Timber Tax Position and Examples 

 
The timber tax provisions in the Internal Revenue Code are essential to the economic viability of 
owning and managing productive timberland in the US.  FLA is working not only to ensure they are 
maintained in tax reform efforts, but that they are not put on the chopping block and seen as a 
“special interest” tax break.   
 

FLA’s success will result in major annual and lifetime financial savings and gains to 
your forestry business and family. 

The following examples demonstrate the budgetary impact of FLA’s 2017 policy program could have 
on your forestry business from a tax perspective.  
 
Deduction of Management and Operating Costs 
Sections 162 and 263A(c)(5): Deduction for the operating costs of forest management, including 
prevention measures (fire, pest and disease), thinning, post-establishment fertilization, interest, taxes, 
protection of wetlands, and forestry activities.  
 
Your Potential Monetary Impact 
Approximately $210,000 for 1,000 acres and $1 million for 5,000 acres. 
 
Case Scenario 
 1,000 and 5,000 acres of pine timberland with trees of various ages  
 Detailed forest management plan is followed 

Annual Forestry 
Management Activity Cost/Acre* 1,000 5,000 

Prescribed burning $18.18 $18,180.00 $90,900.00 
Removing undesirable trees $29.89 $29,890.00 $149,450.00 
Timber Cruising $2.75 $2,750.00 $13,750.00 
Marking trees for harvesting $29.64 $29,640.00 $148,200.00 
Planting by hand $0.11 $112.20 $561.00 
Planting by machine $0.14 $140.00 $700.00 
Precommercial thinning $50.27 $50,270.00 $251,350.00 
Fertilization $79.49 $79,490.00 $397,450.00 

Total Annual Cost $210.47 $210,472.20 $1,052,361.00 
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*Estimates based on the average cost data for nine common forestry practices in the U.S. South 2014 Survey prepared by 
Dr. Becky Barlow, Alabama Extension, Forestry Extension Specialist and Associate Professor, School of Forestry and Wildlife 
Sciences. 
 
These costs are currently deductible the year they are incurred and are viewed as necessary business 
expenses. If they were to be eliminated in a tax reform bill, these costs would not be deductible 
annually and would have to be capitalized, hence only being deductible when timber is sold and 
income is realized.  Such a financial burden would be extremely difficult financially for a family 
forestry business to continue active and sustainable forest management on their property. 
 
Timber Capital Gains 
Capital gains treatment for the harvest of timber or sales of standing trees. (Sections 1231(b)(2) and 
631(a)&(b)); 
 
Potential Monetary Impact 
This timber tax provision could have a monetary impact of $72,500 being taxable income instead of 
only $27,500 being taxed from the sale of timber based on an 800-acre tract with 1/8 being timbered.  
Maintaining this timber tax provision allows for $45,000 to NOT be taxed as income by the IRS. 
 
Case Scenario 
 800 acres of mixed pine and hardwood timberland; some of the timber is merchantable, some 

is not.   
 The fair market value of the merchantable timber is $400,000.   
 Depletion basis in the merchantable timber is $40,000 since there has been no step-up in 

basis due to inheritance for many years.   
 Approximately one-eighth of the merchantable timber was cut in 2017 with the fair market 

value of the standing trees being $50,000.  
 A contractor was paid $7,500 to cut the trees, produce the logs and deliver them to the mill.  
 $85,000 is paid to the timber owner from the mill for the delivered logs.  

 
Using the provisions of IRC Section 631(a), the long-term capital gain for tax purposes is $45,000 
($50,000 minus $5,000 basis). The ordinary income for tax purposes is $27,500 ($85,000 minus 
$50,000 minus $7,500). Without the benefit of Section 631(a), there would be no capital gain and the 
entire $72,500 would be taxed as ordinary income. Continued, sustainable forest management would 
be severely curtailed since timber income is only realized periodically, not every year. 
 
Reforestation Costs 

Deduction up to or above $10,000 for the reforestation costs per stand, with the remainder amortized 
over 84 months. (Section 194). 

 
Potential Monetary Impact 
This timber tax provision allows you to immediately deduct up to $10,000 in reforestation cost in the 
year the expense was incurred and then continue to deduct the remainder of the expenses 
proportionally for the next 7 years.  Without the benefit of IRC Section 194, the entire reforestation 
cost of $28,000 in the scenario below would have to be capitalized without being recoverable 
(deducted) until the timber was harvested many years later. 
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Case Scenario 
 Following a harvest on 150 acres of your pine timberland, you prepare the site for planting in 

the 2015 using a combination of chemicals and burning. The cost was $14,000. 
 In 2016, you replanted the acreage with a cost of $14,000. 
 The total cost for your reforestation activities was $28,000 for 2015 and 2016. 
 Under Sec. 194 of the tax code, you can treat your reforestation activities as an investment 

and claim a deduction of up to $10,000 in each year, with the remaining cost being amortized 
over   

 Section 194 allows you to immediately deduct $10,000 for reforestation expenses in 2015 and 
again in 2016, with the remaining $8,000 being deducted as an expense proportionally each 
year during the next 7 years.  
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